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ABSTRACT: The paper proposes a set of diagrams based on object orientation principle which describes the
functionalities from various perspectives. The diagrams depicts the functional, behavioral and structural aspects of
automated passport system. The proposed modeling methodology is based on the principle of object orientation, which
allows describing both software and functionalities explicitly. Furthermore, it is illustrated how the well-known objectoriented specification language unified modeling language can be adopted, to provided an adequate formalization of its
semantics, to describe structural and behavioral aspects of smart phone database management system related to both
logical and physical parts. It is needed to implement the software on the basis of Object Oriented Model developed.
Flaw in modeling process can substantially contribute to the development cost and time. The operational efficiency
may be affected as well. Here special attention is paid in planning phase and the same is extended to the
implementation phase of the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling is a process used to define and analyze data requirements needed to support the business processes within the
scope of corresponding information systems in organizations. Therefore, the process of data modeling involves
professional data modelers working closely with business stakeholders, as well as potential users of the information
system. There are three different types of data models produced while progressing from requirements to the actual
database to be used for the information system. The data requirements are initially recorded as a conceptual data model
which is essentially a set of technology independent specifications about the data and is used to discuss initial
requirements with the business stakeholders. The conceptual model is then translated into a logical data model, which
documents structures of the data that can be implemented in databases. Implementation of one conceptual data model
may require multiple logical data models. The last step in data modeling is transforming the logical data model to a
physical data model that organizes the data into tables, and accounts for access, performance and storage details. Data
modeling defines not just data elements, but their structures and relationships between them. Data modeling techniques
and methodologies are used to model data in a standard, consistent, predictable manner in order to manage it as a
resource. The use of data modeling standards is strongly recommended for all projects requiring a standard means of
defining and analyzing data within an organization, e.g., using data modeling:




to manage data as a resource;
for the integration of information systems;
for designing databases/data warehouses (aka data repositories)

Data modeling may be performed during various types of projects and in multiple phases of projects. Data models
are progressive; there is no such thing as the final data model for a business or application. Instead a data model should
be considered a living document that will change in response to a changing business. The data models should ideally be
stored in a repository so that they can be retrieved, expanded, and edited over time. Whitten (2004) determined two
types of data modeling:
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Strategic data modeling: This is part of the creation of an information systems strategy, which defines an
overall vision and architecture for information systems is defined. Information engineering is a methodology
that embraces this approach.
Data modeling during systems analysis: In systems analysis logical data models are created as part of the
development of new databases.

Data modeling is also used as a technique for detailing business requirements for specific databases. It is sometimes
called database modeling because a data model is eventually implemented in a database.
UML is an industry standard modeling notation ,which provides foundational benefits:





We have the potential of handing your diagram to someone who already knows how to interpret the
notation without being told.
We (and our audience) can find books, training, articles, web sites, and other educational and support
resources for UML.
There has been widespread tool adoption of UML, from drawing tool templates to repository based
modeling tools to integrated development environments.
We and many of your stakeholders can increase personal market value by mastering the notation we can
hire people who know how to read and write UML diagrams without requiring training.

UML is a very structured notation. The specific structure brings benefits:



The precise structure of the diagrams assists with consistency, completeness, and scope. Recasting your
architectural vision into a predefined structure forces you to ask the right questions and flesh out the
appropriate details.
The fact that it is a structured notation makes it possible for tool vendors to provide functionality to
transform a diagram from one view to another or even to code.

Static analysis aims at recovering the structure of a software system, while dynamic analysis focuses on its run time
behavior. We propose a technique for combining the analysis of static and dynamic architectural information to support
the task of architecture reconstruction. The approach emphasizes the correct choice of architecturally significant
concepts for the reconstruction process and relies on abstraction techniques for their manipulation. The technique
allows the software architect to create a set of architectural views valuable for the architecture description of the
system. To support our technique, we outline an environment that relies on hierarchical typed directed graphs to show
the system’s structure and message sequence charts for its behavior. The main features of the environment are:
visualization of static and dynamic views, synchronization of abstractions performed on the views, scripting support
and management of the use cases.
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II. CLASS DIAGRAM

Fig 1 Class Diagram for Automated Passport System
III. USE CASE DIAGRAM








Use cases. A use case describes a sequence of actions that provide something of measurable value to an actor
and is drawn as a horizontal ellipse.
Actors. An actor is a person, organization, or external system that plays a role in one or more interactions with
your system. Actors are drawn as stick figures.
Associations. Associations between actors and use cases are indicated in use case diagrams by solid lines. An
association exists whenever an actor is involved with an interaction described by a use case. Associations are
modeled as lines connecting use cases and actors to one another, with an optional arrowhead on one end of the
line. The arrowhead is often used to indicating the direction of the initial invocation of the relationship or to
indicate the primary actor within the use case. The arrowheads are typically confused with data flow and as a
result I avoid their use.
System boundary boxes (optional). You can draw a rectangle around the use cases, called the system
boundary box, to indicates the scope of your system. Anything within the box represents functionality that is
in scope and anything outside the box is not. System boundary boxes are rarely used, although on occasion I
have used them to identify which use cases will be delivered in each major release of a system.
Packages (optional). Packages are UML constructs that enable you to organize model elements (such as use
cases) into groups. Packages are depicted as file folders and can be used on any of the UML diagrams,
including both use case diagrams and class diagrams. I use packages only when my diagrams become
unwieldy, which generally implies they cannot be printed on a single page, to organize a large diagram into
smaller ones
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Include: Include is like a reference to next part, the use case is not completed without it. This part should be
referenced from more places otherwise its use has no sense. An including use case calls or invokes the
included one. Inclusion is used to show how a use case breaks into smaller steps. The included use case is at
the arrowhead end.
Extend: An extending use case adds goals and steps to the extended use case. The extensions operate only
under certain conditions. The extended use case is at the arrowhead end.

Importance of Use cases:


Use cases are important because they are in a tracking format. Hence they make it easy to comprehend about
the functional requirements in the system and also make it easy to identify the various interactions between the
users and the systems within an environment. They are descriptive and hence clearly represent the value of an
interaction between actors and the system. They clarify system requirements very categorically and
systemically making it easier to understand the system and its interactions with the users. During the analysis
phase of the project’s System Development Life Cycle, use cases help to understand the system’s
functionality.


Fig2. Use Case Diagram for Automated Passport System
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IV. INTERACTION DIAGRAM
Once the use cases are specified, and some of the core objects in the system are prototyped on class diagrams, we can
start designing the dynamic behavior of the system.
Diagram Elements:
 Object. Each of the objects that participate in the processing represented in the sequence diagram is drawn
across the top. Note that objects are used in this diagram while classes are used in use cases, class diagrams, and
state-transition diagrams.
 Lifeline. A dotted line is dropped from each object in the sequence diagram. Arrows terminating on the lifeline
indicate messages (commands) sent to the object. Arrows originating on the lifeline indicate messages sent from
this object to another object. Time flows from top to bottom on a sequence diagram.
 Active. To indicate that an object is executing, i.e., it has control of the CPU, the lifeline is drawn as a thin
rectangle.
 Message. A horizontal arrow represents a message (command) sent from one object to another. Note that
parameters can be passed as part of the message and can (optionally) be noted on the diagram.
 Return. When one object commands another, a value is often returned. This may be a value computed by the
object as a result of the command or a return code indicating whether the object completed processing the
command successfully. These returned values are generally not indicated on a sequence diagram; they are
simply assumed. In some instances the object may not be able to return this information immediately. In this
case, the return of this information is noted on the diagram later using a dotted arrow. This indicates the flow of
information was based on a previous request.
 Conditional. Square brackets are used to indicate a conditional, i.e., a Boolean expression that evaluates to
TRUE or FALSE. The message is sent only if the expression is TRUE.
 Iteration. Square brackets preceded by an asterisk (*) indicate iteration. The message is sent multiple times. The
expression within the brackets describes the iteration rule.
 Deletion . An X is used to indicate the termination (deletion) of an object.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper proposes a set of diagrams based on object orientation principle which describes the functionalities from
various perspectives. The diagrams depicts the functional, behavioral and structural aspects of automated passport
system. The proposed modeling methodology is based on the principle of object orientation, which allows describing
both software and functionalities explicitly. Furthermore, it is illustrated how the well-known object-oriented
specification language unified modeling language can be adopted, to provided an adequate formalization of its
semantics, to describe structural and behavioral aspects of smart phone database management system related to both
logical and physical parts. It is needed to implement the software on the basis of Object Oriented Model developed.
Flaw in modeling process can substantially contribute to the development cost and time. The operational efficiency
may be affected as well. Here special attention is paid in planning phase and the same is extended to the
implementation phase of the paper.
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